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We argue that the welfare gains from trade in new models with micro-level margins exceed

those in frameworks without these margins. Theoretically, we show that for fixed trade elas-

ticity, different models predict identical trade flows, but different patterns of micro-level price

variation. Thus, given data on trade flows and micro-level prices, different models have differ-

ent implied trade elasticities and welfare gains. Empirically, models with extensive or variable

mark-up margins yield significantly larger welfare gains. The results are robust to incorporat-

ing into the estimation moment conditions that use trade-flow and tariff data, which imply a

common trade elasticity across models.
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1. Introduction

This paper argues both theoretically and empirically that the welfare gains from trade in new

trade models with various micro-level margins are larger relative to models without these mar-

gins. In an important class of trade models, we show that for fixed trade elasticity, different

models have different implications for micro-level price variation, even though their predic-

tions for aggregate trade are identical. These facts imply that, given data on aggregate trade

and micro-level prices, different assumptions about the underlying model result in different

trade elasticities and consequently different welfare gains from trade. Empirically, we quantify

these differences and we find significantly larger welfare gains in new models with various

micro-level margins versus old models without these margins.

Our theoretical analysis focuses on three canonical models of trade: Anderson (1979) (hence-

forth Armington), Eaton and Kortum (2002) (henceforth EK), and Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and

Kortum (2003) (henceforth BEJK). Analyzing these three models is insightful because each

model adds an additional micro-level margin of adjustment from a reduction in trade costs.

In particular, Armington features an intensive margin only (i.e. reductions in trade costs lead

to higher cross-border purchases of previously traded goods). EK features an intensive and

extensive margin (i.e. reductions in trade costs further lead to additional goods being traded).

Finally, BEJK further adds to EK a variable mark-up margin. All three models fit into the class

of models examined by Arkolakis, Costinot, and Rodriguez-Clare (2012) where the trade elas-

ticity and the share of expenditure on domestic goods are sufficient statistics to measure the

welfare cost of autarky.

To understand the link between trade elasticities and micro-level prices, we examine the theo-

retical distribution of price gaps of identical goods across countries in a symmetric, two-country

version of each model. Assuming a fixed trade elasticity, we show that the price gap distri-

bution in the Armington model stochastically dominates that in the EK model, which further

dominates the one in the BEJK model. The ranking of these distributions implies a similar rank-

ing in the expectation of the largest order statistic of price gaps from each model. In turn, this

statistic is inversely related to the trade elasticity. Hence, to match an observed order statistic

in the data, the Armington model requires the highest trade elasticity, while the BEJK model

needs the lowest. Because the analysis constrains all models to generate identical aggregate

trade flows, the elasticity ranking result together with the sufficient statistic formula of Arko-

lakis et al. (2012) implies that the welfare cost of autarky is different across models. In particular,

the BEJK model yields the highest, while the Armington model yields the lowest welfare gains

from trade.

We quantify the importance of the theoretical results by estimating the trade elasticities in the

multi-country asymmetric version of each model. The particular estimation approach that we
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use builds both on the theory described above and on our earlier work in Simonovska and

Waugh (2014) which focused on the specifics of the EK model. The basic idea behind our esti-

mation strategy is to choose the trade elasticity to match moments between the model and the

data about order statistics of bilateral price gaps. While we focus on a broader set of models

and moments than in Simonovska and Waugh (2014), the methodological approach is similar in

spirit. First, we estimate the parameters of the models necessary to simulate micro-level price

data using bilateral trade-flow data, which guarantees that all models have identical aggregate

trade predictions. Second, we use these parameter estimates and a given trade elasticity to

simulate micro-level prices from each model and to construct the model-implied moments. We

then choose the trade elasticity to minimize the distance between the moments in each model

and the data.

Using price and trade-flow data for the year 2004 for the 30 largest countries in terms of gross

output, we estimate trade elasticities for each of the three models under various specifications

including exactly-identified and overidentified specifications using different weighting matri-

ces. Across all specifications, the estimate of the trade elasticity is systematically lower for BEJK

relative to EK and EK relative to the Armington model. The difference in magnitudes is sub-

stantial. The EK estimate is about 20 percent lower than Armington, implying that the welfare

cost of autarky is 20 percent higher in the model that features an extensive margin. In compar-

ison, the estimate of the trade elasticity in the BEJK model is about 33 percent lower relative to

EK, implying the welfare gains are estimated to be 50 percent larger in a model that features an

extensive and variable mark-up margin relative to the benchmark model that only captures an

intensive margin of trade.

We further examine versions of the two canonical endogenous variety models: the monopolis-

tic competition framework of Krugman (1980) and the framework of Melitz (2003) which has

an extensive margin of trade with productivity-based firm selection. We apply our estimation

procedure on the two frameworks and obtain trade elasticity estimates in the Melitz model that

are 30 percent lower than Krugman, resulting in 30 percent higher welfare gains from trade in

the former. The result is due to presence of an extensive margin of trade in Melitz, but not in

Krugman.

A natural question is why we focus on micro-level price variation as a means to estimating

trade elasticities. The focus on micro-level price variation is important for several reasons.

First, emphasis on prices is important because all models make concrete and distinct predic-

tions about price variation, e.g. in contrast, moments about the firm/sales size distribution are

indeterminate in the Armington and EK model.

Second, alternative approaches to estimating the trade elasticity do not appear to be very infor-

mative relative to our “micro” approach. There are estimation approaches that utilize aggregate
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data and relationships between model and data that are straightforward to implement and are

common across models (see, e.g., the discussion in Arkolakis et al. (2012) and Caliendo and

Parro (2014)). These are not invalid approaches and provide additional evidence on the elastic-

ity of trade.

We show, however, that the aggregate moments employed by these alternative approaches

are not informative relative to our approach. To demonstrate this point, we carry out a joint

“micro”- and “macro”-based estimation of the trade elasticity, which, respectively, combines

our moment conditions with those utilized by Caliendo and Parro (2014) (i.e. triple differenced

trade flows and tariffs, and a model-independent orthogonality condition). Thus, depending

upon aspects of the data, the combined estimation procedure has the ability to deliver an esti-

mate of the trade elasticity that is common across models.

We find that the macro moment conditions have no impact on our estimates (see, e.g. third

column of Table 7). The reason is that cross-country tariff data is extremely noisy and has

virtually no explanatory power for trade flows. Thus, any loss in fit due to the failure to satisfy

the linear best fit between trade flows and tariff-elasticity estimates is trivial; hence, tariff-based

moment conditions have little power relative to our “micro” approach.

The final reason to focus on micro-level price variation is that it speaks directly to the economic

mechanisms at work in each model. The active extensive margin in the EK or Melitz model

or variable markups in BEJK all manifest themselves in different patterns of micro-level price

variation. Thus, to learn about the importance of these margins, one should focus on data

that these margins can speak to. Moreover, even if aggregate, model-independent approaches

were informative about the trade elasticity, these approaches lack the ability to discriminate

across models and are uninformative about the mechanisms at work in the data. We make

some preliminary steps in this direction by finding that Armington/Krugman and BEJK do not

describe well (in a formal statistical sense) the micro-level price patterns found in the data.

A closely related paper to ours is the work by Melitz and Redding (2014), who focus on the

subset of endogenous variety models that we examine. Their welfare ranking between the

Krugman and the Melitz model is identical to ours. The argument, however, differs. Keeping

other parameters fixed, Melitz and Redding (2014) argue that the Melitz model generates higher

trade shares than the Krugman model, thus yielding higher welfare gains from trade. Instead,

we estimate the trade-elasticity parameters of the two models subject to the restriction that the

models generate identical trade shares—the ones observed in the data. Hence, our approach is

most closely related to Arkolakis et al.’s (2012). Like Arkolakis et al. (2012), we keep trade shares

fixed, since all models generate identical predictions along that dimension. Unlike Arkolakis

et al. (2012), we do not assume an identical trade elasticity across models; rather, we allow data

to determine the appropriate trade elasticity for each model. Our welfare conclusions, then,
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differ from Arkolakis et al.’s (2012) because trade elasticities turn out to systematically vary

across models due to the differences in the models’ predictions about prices.

2. Fixed Variety Models of Trade

2.1. Armington

The simplest model of international trade that yields a gravity equation is the Armington model

outlined in Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). The framework features N countries populated

by consumers with constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences and tradable goods that

are differentiated by the country of origin. Perfect competition among producers and product

differentiation by origin imply that each good is purchased in each destination at a price that

equals the marginal cost of production and delivery of the good there.

We consider a more empirically-relevant version of the Armington model that features prod-

uct differentiation within and across countries.1 Throughout the paper, let i denote the source

country and n the destination. We allow each country to produce an exogenously given mea-

sure of tradable goods equal to 1/N . We assume that products are differentiated. Within each

country n, there is a measure of consumers Ln. Each consumer has one unit of time supplied

inelastically in the domestic labor market and enjoys the consumption of a CES bundle of final

tradable goods with elasticity of substitution ρ > 1,2

Un =

[

N
∑

i=1

∫ 1/N

0

xni(j)
ρ−1

ρ dj

]

ρ
ρ−1

.

To produce quantity xni(j) in country i, a firm employs labor using a linear production function

with productivity T
1/θ
i , where Ti is a country-specific technology parameter and θ = ρ − 1.

The perfectly competitive firm from country i incurs a marginal cost to produce good j of

wi/T
1/θ
i , where wi is the wage rate in the economy. Shipping the good to a destination n further

requires a per-unit iceberg trade cost of τni > 1 for n 6= i, with τii = 1. We assume that cross-

border arbitrage forces effective geographic barriers to obey the triangle inequality: For any

three countries i, k, n, τni ≤ τnkτki. We maintain this assumption about the nature of iceberg

trade costs in all the models that we describe below.

Perfect competition forces the price of good j from country i to destination n to be equal to the

1This model yields identical aggregate predictions to the simple Armington model, but it accommodates a
greater number of goods than countries, which is an observation that holds true in the data.

2j ∈ [0, 1/N ] is an index for an individual good. Since goods are differentiated by country of origin, a good
should be denoted by j, i; however, we suppress the i notation for brevity as prices and quantities are denoted by
origin i and destination n.
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marginal cost of production and delivery

pni(j) =
τniwi

T
1/θ
i

.

Since goods are differentiated, consumers in destination n buy all products from all sources and

pay pni(j) for good j from i. Hence, all tradable goods are traded among the N markets and

consumers buy a unit measure of goods.

2.2. Eaton and Kortum (2002)

We now outline the environment of the multi-country Ricardian model of trade introduced by

Eaton and Kortum (2002)—EK. As in the Armington model, there is a continuum of tradable

goods indexed by j ∈ [0, 1]. Preferences are represented by the following utility function

Vn =

[
∫ 1

0

xn(j)
ρ−1

ρ dj

]

ρ
ρ−1

.

To produce quantity xi(j) in country i, a firm employs labor using a linear production function

with productivity zi(j). Unlike the Armington model, country i’s productivity is the realiza-

tion of a random variable (drawn independently for each j) from its country-specific Fréchet

probability distribution

FEK,i(zi) = exp(−Tiz
−θ
i ).

The country-specific parameter Ti > 0 governs the location of the distribution; higher values

of it imply that a high productivity draw for any good j is more likely. The parameter θ > 1

is common across countries and, if higher, it generates less variability in productivity across

goods.

Having drawn a particular productivity level, a perfectly competitive firm from country i in-

curs a marginal cost to produce good j of wi/zi(j). Perfect competition forces the price of good

j from country i to destination n to be equal to the marginal cost of production and delivery

pni(j) =
τniwi

zi(j)
.

So, consumers in destination n would pay pni(j), should they decide to buy good j from i.

Consumers purchase good j from the low-cost supplier; thus, the actual price consumers in n

pay for good j is the minimum price across all sources k

pn(j) = min
k=1,...,N

{

pnk(j)

}

.
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Hence, the EK framework introduces endogenous tradability into the Armington model out-

lined above. In particular, countries export only a subset of the unit measure of tradable goods

for which they are the most efficient suppliers.

2.3. Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and Kortum (2003)

Bernard et al. (2003)—BEJK—introduce Bertrand competition into EK’s model. The most im-

portant implication from this extension is that individual good prices differ from the EK model.

Let ckni(j) ≡ τniwi/zki(j) be the cost that the k-th most efficient producer of good j in coun-

try i faces in order to deliver a unit of the good to destination n. With Bertrand competition,

as with perfect competition, the low-cost supplier of each good serves the market. For good

j in market n, this supplier has the following cost c1n(j) = mini {c1ni(j)}. This supplier is

constrained not to charge more than the second-lowest cost of supplying the market, which

is c2n = min {c2ni∗(j),mini 6=i∗ {c1ni(j)}}, where i∗ satisfies c1ni∗(j) = c1n(j). Hence, the price of

good j in market n is

pn(j) = min {c2n(j), m̄c1n(j)} ,

where m̄ = ρ/(ρ− 1) is the Dixit-Stiglitz constant mark-up.

Finally, for each country i, productivity, zki(j) for k = 1, 2 is drawn from

FBEJK,i(z1, z2) =
[

1 + Ti(z
−θ
2 − z−θ

1 )
]

exp
(

−Tiz
−θ
2

)

.

Hence, the BEJK model features a key additional component relative to the EK framework: the

existence of variable mark-ups. In particular, the most efficient suppliers in this model enjoy

the highest mark-ups.

2.4. Trade Flows, Aggregate Prices, and Welfare

The models described above produce identical aggregate outcomes, even though they feature

different micro-level behavior. In particular, under the parametric assumption made above, the

models yield the same expressions for trade flows, price indices (up to a constant scalar), and

welfare gains from trade. Proposition 1 summarizes the result.

Proposition 1 Given the functional forms for productivity FEK,i(·), FBEJK,i(·) for all i = 1, ..., N ,

a. The share of expenditures that n spends on goods from i, Xni/Xn, predicted by the models is

Xni

Xn
=

Ti(τniwi)
−θ

∑N
k=1 Tk(τnkwk)−θ

. (1)
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b. The CES exact price index for destination n, Pn, predicted by the models is

Pn ∝ Φ
− 1

θ
n , where Φn =

N
∑

k=1

Tk(τnkwk)
−θ. (2)

c. The percentage compensation that a representative consumer in n requires to move between two

trading equilibria predicted by the models is

P ′
n

Pn
− 1 = 1−

(

X ′
nn/X

′
n

Xnn/Xn

)
1

θ

. (3)

We prove a. and b. for the Armington model in the Appendix. The results for the EK and BEJK

models are derived in the respective papers. The proof of part c. can be found in Arkolakis et al.

(2012). Across the models, the welfare gains from trade are essentially captured by changes in

the CES price index that a representative consumer faces. Using the objects from the Proposition

above, it is easy to relate the price indices to trade shares and the parameter θ. In particular,

expressions (1) and (2) allow us to relate trade shares to trade costs and the price indices of each

trading partner via the following equation

Xni/Xn

Xii/Xi
=

Φi

Φn
τ−θ
ni =

(

Piτni
Pn

)−θ

, (4)

where Xii

Xi
is country i’s expenditure share on goods from country i, or its home trade share.

The welfare equation follows trivially from this expression.

2.5. The Elasticity of Trade

The key parameter determining trade flows (equation (4)) and welfare (equation (3)) is θ. To

see the parameter’s importance for trade flows, take logs of equation (4) yielding

log

(

Xni/Xn

Xii/Xi

)

= −θ [log (τni)− log(Pi) + log(Pn)] . (5)

As this expression makes clear, θ controls how a change in the bilateral trade costs, τni, will

change bilateral trade between two countries. This elasticity is important because if one wants

to understand how a bilateral trade agreement will impact aggregate trade or to simply under-

stand the magnitude of the trade friction between two countries, then a stand on this elasticity

is necessary. This is what we mean by the elasticity of trade.

To see the parameter’s importance for welfare, it is easy to demonstrate that (3) implies that θ
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represents the inverse of the elasticity of welfare with respect to domestic expenditure shares

log(Pn) = −
1

θ
log

(

Xnn

Xn

)

. (6)

Hence, decreasing the domestic expenditure share by one percent generates a (1/θ)/100-percent

increase in consumer welfare. Thus, in order to measure the impact of trade policy on welfare,

it is sufficient to obtain data on realized domestic expenditures and an estimate of the elasticity

of trade.

Given θ’s impact on trade flows and welfare, this elasticity is absolutely critical in any quanti-

tative study of international trade.

The challenge with estimating the trade elasticity is that one must separately disentangle θ from

trade costs, which are not observed. To overcome this challenge, we theoretically show that

micro-level cross-country price variation or price gaps identifies the trade elasticity. More im-

portantly, different models represent different mappings between price gaps and the trade elas-

ticity, which implies that in order to match the observed price variation in the data, different

models require different trade elasticities.

3. Price Gaps and Trade Elasticities

This section shows that different trade models have different implications for the distribution of

relative price gaps. This implies that, given data on trade flows and micro-level prices, different

models have different trade elasticities and thus different welfare gains from trade.

To illustrate the argument theoretically, we focus on a symmetric, two country world with the

countries denoted as home (h) and foreign (f ). In a symmetric two-country world, the only

two parameters that govern trade flows (as well as prices) in the models above are θ and τ .3

Throughout this section, we assume that θ and τ are constrained to fit the bilateral trade share.

This implies that if θ > θ′, then τ < τ ′ .

Given the constraint that all models must imply the same bilateral trade flows, we then make

the following argument. First, we describe properties of the distribution of relative prices at

the micro-level. Second, we order these distributions (across models and for different θs) by

first-order stochastic dominance and, in turn, by the largest order statistic or maximal price gap

in a finite sample. This then allows us to order the implied θs across models given the observed

largest order statistic from a sample of data.

3To see this, from the first equality in expression (4) and the definition of Φn in (2), notice that, given trade share
data and a value for θ, log τ can be computed immediately in a symmetric two-country world.
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3.1. Ordering Price Distributions and the Largest Order Statistic Across Models

In this section, we focus on deviations from the law of one price at the micro level, i.e. for an

individual variety. Specifically, we focus on the logged price gap between the home and the

foreign country:

Definition 1 For any micro-level good ℓ, define the random variable that equals the logged price gap

between the home and the foreign country as log P̃h,ℓ ≡ logPh,ℓ − logPf,ℓ.

Throughout, we drop the subscript ℓ for brevity, and we only use it when it is necessary to

distinguish prices across goods.

The distribution of price gaps is an important object of interest. Given a model M, denote the

cumulative density function of log price gaps, conditional on the price gap being positive as:

∀ models M, GM(log p̃h, θ) =



















0 : log p̃h < 0

∈ [0, 1] : 0 ≤ log p̃h ≤ log τ

1 : log τ < log p̃h.

(7)

Note that we index the density by parameter θ. This indexing is sufficient because other pa-

rameters are either the same across models (e.g. the technology parameters), or are determined

by the value θ, e.g. θ determines τ so aggregate trade is held constant.

An important property of this density is that all price gaps lie below log τ . The reason is the

following: suppose that logPh,ℓ − logPf,ℓ > log τ , then an arbitrage opportunity exists as an

agent could import good ℓ from the foreign country at a lower price. Thus, this inequality places

an upper bound on the possible observable price gaps. This property is important because the

support of the density depends on θ. Different θs imply different τs because aggregate trade

constrains the values that these parameters can take. Thus, this property allows us to make

conclusions as to how parts of the density shift in a model with parameter θ relative to the

model with parameter θ′.

How the density shifts as θ changes at any price gap in certain models is analytically intractable

(though numerically verifiable). Thus, we assert that the following regularity conditions holds

on the price gap distribution.

Regularity Condition 1 ( No Crossing.) Let the density GM(log p̃h, θ) satisfy the following no-crossing

property. If θ′ > θ, then for log p̃h < log τ ′:

ProbM(log P̃h < log p̃h, θ) ≤ ProbM(log P̃h < log p̃h, θ
′). (8)
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This property says the following: Fix a model M. If we lower the elasticity from θ′ to θ and

constrain aggregate trade to stay the same, the probability of seeing a particular price gap can-

not increase. So as the upper end of the support increases from log τ ′ to log τ , it can not induce

a “cross” in the density.

This property clearly holds in the Armington model. In the Armington model, all goods are

traded and thus the probability mass of the price gaps lies completely at log τ ′. If we lower

the elasticity from θ′ to θ, then all the probability mass shifts rightward to log τ . For the EK

model, this holds as well (see online appendix of Simonovska and Waugh (2014)). For the BEJK

model, analytically verifying this is difficult because a closed-form expression for the price

gap distribution does not exist; we have, however, verified that this holds numerically for all

relevant parameter values.

Below, we define the data features we will focus on. Specifically, the maximal price gap from a

sample of price gaps:

Definition 2 Consider a finite, random sample of positive price gaps log P̃h,1, log P̃h,2, . . . log P̃h,L which

are ordered from smallest to largest; The maximal price gap in the sample of L goods is log P̃h,L:L. Given

a model M, parameter θ, and density GM(log p̃h, θ), the expected maximal price gap or largest order

statistic is E
(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
)

, where M indexes the model and the dependence on the parameter θ

is noted.

Focusing on the maximal price gap has several appealing features. First, it has some history

of thought as it has been used in Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Simonovska and Waugh (2014)

in the estimation of θ. Second, order statistics encode much information about the underlying

density. For example, one can show that a sequence of largest order statistics (that is for L =

1, 2, . . .) completely characterizes the density G (see, e.g., Arnold, Balakrishnan, and Nagaraja

(1992)). We will never have access to an infinite sequence of largest order statistics. However,

by utilizing recurrence relationships between largest order statistics of different sample sizes

(again see Arnold et al. (1992)), one can construct testable restrictions for each model.

Lemma 1 connects the expected maximal price gap with a stochastic dominance relationship in

the density.

Lemma 1 If the price density, GM(log p̃h, θ), first-order stochastically dominates the price density

GM′(log p̃h, θ
′), then E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
)

> E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ
′,M′}

)

.

Proof: If a random variable first-order stochastically dominates another, the same ranking holds

for the distribution of the variables’ maxima, that is GM(log p̃h, θ)
L >fosd GM′(log p̃h, θ

′)L. This

property implies that the expected maximal price gap under model M is larger than in model

M′. �
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The result here is that if one density dominates another density, this implies that the maximal

price gap must be larger in the model that has the density which dominates. Application of

Lemma 1 and the regularity condition above allows us to rank densities according to θ for a

given model M.

Lemma 2 For a given model, M, the parameter θ indexes the price density by first-order stochastic

dominance, and strictly indexes the expected maximal price gap. That is, if θ′ > θ then GM(log p̃h, θ)

>fosd GM(log p̃h, θ
′) and E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
)

> E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ
′,M}

)

.

Proof: First, recall that, when log τ and θ are constrained to fit bilateral trade shares, θ′ > θ

implies that τ ′ < τ . Then, τ ′ < τ and Regularity Condition 1 implies that, for log p̃h < log τ ′,

the cumulative probability in the model with θ is weakly less than the cumulative probability

in the model with θ′. For log p̃h = log τ ′, the cumulative probability in the model with θ′ is equal

to one, and because there is strictly positive probability mass in the region log p̃h > log τ ′ for the

model with θ, this implies a strict inequality in probability mass at log p̃h = log τ ′. This implies

first-order stochastic dominance. From Lemma 1, the ordering of the order statistics follows. �

Lemma 2 allows us, for a given model, M, an ability to strictly rank expected maximal price

gaps by θ. One implication of this result is that the expected maximal price gap identifies the

θ parameter. We exploit this result in Proposition 3. The second implication is that it assists us

in showing that if all models have the same expected maximal price gap, then they must have

different θs. We state the result formally below:

Proposition 2 Consider the models GARM(log p̃h, θARM), GEK(log p̃h, θEK), GBJEK(log p̃h, θBJ EK). If

the expected maximal price gaps are the same in all models:

E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
)

= E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ
′,M′}

)

, ∀ models M,

then

θARM > θEK and θARM > θBEJK.

Moreover, if GEK(log p̃h, θ) >fosd GBJEK(log p̃h, θ), then

θARM > θEK > θBEJK.

Proof: The proof proceeds by contradiction in the following two cases with the focus on the EK

model. The same argument applies with respect to the BEJK model.
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• Case #1. Suppose not and that θARM = θEK = θ. First, note that for the same θ,

GARM(log p̃h, θ) >fosd GEK(log p̃h, θ), (9)

because for any log p̃h < log τ , the probability mass in the Armington model is zero as all

goods are traded and hence all positive price differences are equal to the trade friction.

This is strictly less than in the EK model as for any log p̃h < log τ , the probability mass

is greater than zero because there are non-traded goods. This argument implies the dis-

tribution of price gaps in the Armington model first-order stochastically dominates the

distribution in the EK model. Application of Lemma 1 then implies the expected maximal

price gaps should be ranked, which is a contradiction.

• Case #2. Suppose not and that θEK > θARM. First, notice that this implies thatGARM(log p̃h, θARM)

>fosd GARM(log p̃h, θEK) from Lemma 2. This then implies that,

E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θARM,ARM}
)

> E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θEK,ARM}
)

> E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θEK, EK}
)

and the last inequality follows from the observation made in Case #1 above, that for the

same θ, the Armington price gap distribution strictly dominates the EK price gap distri-

bution. This implication contradicts the assumption that the expected maximal price gap

is the same in all models.

Finally note that the same exact arguments apply for the BEJK model, where some goods are

non-traded as in the EK model. Thus, if the Armington model, EK model, and BEJK model, all

have the same expected maximal price gap, then the elasticity in the Armington model must be

strictly greater than the elasticity in EK or BEJK. �

Figure 1 illustrates the intuition behind this result. The top panel plots the cumulative distri-

bution function of log price gaps for the Armington (solid blue line), the EK (dashed red line)

and the BEJK (solid black line) model—for the same θ.

In the Armington model, notice that all the mass lies on log τ . This is because all goods are

traded, i.e. there is no active extensive margin in the Armington model. If the home country

imports the good from the foreign country, then the price gap exactly reflects the trade friction.

The distribution of price gaps in the EK model is different as it places a positive mass in the

region between zero and the trade friction and hence the density in EK is stochastically dom-

inated by that of Armington. This is because there are endogenously non-traded goods, i.e.

there is an active extensive margin. In the EK model, there are instances where consumers in

both countries find it cheaper to consume a variety from the local producer rather than import-

ing the good. If a good is non-traded, the price difference across locations reflects differences

in costs which are strictly less than the trade friction. This implies a positive mass in the region
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between zero and the trade friction.

Proposition 2 says that because the price gap density in Armington dominates the density in

EK, the only way for the expected maximal price gap to be the same is if the EK model has a

lower θ. The bottom panel of Figure 1 illustrates this by plotting the densities when they have

the same expected largest order-statistic. Here, the EK density is spread to the left with a larger

upper bound to ensure that the largest order statistic is the same as in the Armington model.

What about the relationship between EK and BEJK? Generically, we can say the following: if

the density in EK strictly stochastically dominates the density in BEJK and the largest order

statistics are the same, then by logic of Proposition 2 this implies that θEK > θBJ EK. A stronger

statement is currently not possible as it is difficult to theoretically construct the BEJK price gap

distribution because of the presence of variable markups.4

The top panel in Figure 1 shows that for the same θ, the price gap density in EK dominates the

density in BEJK. More generally we have verified that this relationship holds numerically for all

relevant parameter values. And our estimates of θ in a multi-country setting with asymmetries

always result in a ranking of θEK > θBJ EK. Furthermore, the bottom panel of Figure 1 verifies

that if the largest order statistic is the same in EK and BEJK, then the BEJK model must have

a lower theta. This can be seen as the density in BEJK is spread even further to the left with a

larger upper bound to ensure that the largest order statistic equals that in the EK and Armington

models.

Variable markups and how they correlate with costs in the BEJK model explain why the price

gap density in EK strictly dominates the density in BEJK. In the EK model, price gaps corre-

spond to cost gaps and these cost gaps are identical in the two models. In BEJK, cost gaps do

not correspond with price gaps as producers are able to price at a markup over marginal cost

depending on other latent competitors.5 Thus, the price gap in BEJK reflects both markups,

cost differences (if the good is non-traded), and trade frictions (if the good is traded). In BEJK,

markups are negatively correlated with marginal costs. This results in the BEJK distribution

being more compressed than the EK distribution.6

Consider the following example to illustrate this point. Take a producer in the foreign country

who has a very high productivity and is the lowest cost producer in his country of origin as

well as the home country. This producer will likely charge a high markup (call it m′) in the

foreign country because she has a very low cost relative to her latent competitors as that is

4In the Appendix, we show that, in the case in which ρ = 1 and the Dixit-Stiglitz mark-up is infinite, the
probability that the log price gap reaches the boundaries is strictly lower in the BEJK than in the EK model. This
implies that the mass has to be distributed between these two end-points—meaning, in the non-traded good
region. However, the exact shape of the distribution cannot be easily characterized.

5See de Blas and Russ (2010) for discussion ofnthe importance of the number of latent competitors in BEJK.
6A related property is that it is straightforward to show that the EK price distribution (not price gaps) is a mean

preserving spread of the BEJK distribution.
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her country of origin. In contrast, she will likely charge a relatively lower markup (call it m′′)

in the home country because her cost advantage is eroded from the trade friction faced when

exporting to the home country. This implies that the price gap, log p̃h, will be less than the trade

friction even though the good is traded, i.e. the price gap equals m′′ −m′ + log τ < log τ . This

observation implies that the BEJK distribution will have less mass around the log of the trade

friction because of producers differentially marking up their products across locations.

3.2. Estimating Trade Elasticities and the Gains from Trade

We now connect Proposition 2 with an econometrician’s inference about θ given a sample of

data (i.e. aggregate trade flows and a sample of micro-level prices) and discuss how this infer-

ence depends upon assumptions about the underlying model. Proposition 3 suggests a simple

method of moments estimator and states that the estimated θ will (i) depend on the econometri-

cian’s assumptions about the underlying data generating process and (ii) will be ordered across

models.

Proposition 3 Consider the following estimator of θ that chooses θ̂ to minimize the distance between the

observed largest order statistic log P̃h,L:L and the expected largest order statistic E
(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
)

.

That is,

θ̂M = argmin
θ

h({θ,M})′h({θ,M})

where h({θ,M}) =
(

log P̃h,L:L − E

(

log P̃h,L:L; {θ,M}
))

.

Then:

1. The estimate θ̂ARM is strictly greater than the estimate θ̂EK and θ̂BEJK.

2. The estimate of the welfare cost of autarky in the Armington model is strictly less than the estimate

of the welfare cost of autarky in EK and BEJK.

3. If the density in EK stochastically dominates the density in BEJK, then the estimate θ̂EK > θ̂BEJK

and the welfare gains from trade in EK are strictly less than the gains in BEJK.

Proof: The first statement follows from Lemma 2 which implies that the order statistic uniquely

determines the θ for a given model and Proposition 2 which implies that across models, the θ

must differ. The second statement follows from the fact that equation (6) is the same across

models and that, by construction, all models have the same predictions for aggregate trade

flows, but different θ. �

A couple of comments are in order about this result. First, the estimator is quite simple. How-

ever, our estimation strategy in Section 4 builds off the intuition from this result. Moreover,
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we include alternative moment conditions to enrich the estimation, to be able to test over-

identifying restrictions, and to exploit empirical regularities we see in the data. We discuss

these moment conditions in Section 4.

Second, compare Proposition 3 to the discussion in Section 6 in Arkolakis et al. (2012). In this

section, they propose an alternative estimator of the trade elasticity that delivers a common

estimate of θ across models. Their estimator uses aggregate trade flows and some measure

of trade frictions (say tariffs) and the common connection between aggregate trade flows (i.e.

equation (5)) that all these models share. The final piece of their argument is to assume that

the orthogonality condition that the estimate of θ is based on is model independent. In other

words, their analog to the expectation of the function h({θ,M}) is assumed not to depend on

the model M. Thus, the estimate of θ as well as the gains from trade will be the same across

models.

The key distinction between our argument and that of Arkolakis et al. (2012) is that the or-

thogonality condition we focus on is model dependent. Moreover, the structure of each model

implies a specific ranking as to how the estimate of θ should relate to each other across models.

Ultimately, however, how different margins of trade affect estimates of the welfare gains from

trade is an empirical question which we turn to next.

4. Estimating the Elasticity

This section describes how we estimate the trade elasticity given a data set that features micro-

level prices and bilateral trade flows across countries. The basic idea is captured in Proposition

3: we use moment conditions that compare statistics from a sample of micro-level prices with

their expected values from each model, where the latter are functions of θ and depend on as-

sumptions about the model that generated the data. Because the expected values do not have

closed form expressions, we use simulation methods to approximate the expected value and

we discuss how we are able to simulate prices from the different models. Finally, we provide

monte-carlo evidence that our estimation procedure works well.

4.1. Estimation

We will focus on three sets of results (i) an exactly identified case, (ii) an overidentified case

with an identity weighting matrix, and (iii) an overidentified case with an optimal weighting

matrix. Below we discuss each of these cases in turn.

Exactly Identified Case. In the exactly identified case we focus on properties of the logarithm

of the maximal price gap adjusted by average log prices in the two locations. We define the
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value dni as

dni = log τ̂ni + log P̂i − log P̂n, (10)

where log τ̂ni = max
ℓ∈L

{log pn(ℓ)− log pi(ℓ)} ,

log P̂i =
1

L

L
∑

ℓ=1

log(pi(ℓ)),

and L is the number of micro-level prices in the sample. Like the statistics discussed in Section

3, we focus initially on the maximal price gap.

One difference from the previous section is that equation (10) adjusts the maximal price gap

by average price differences in the two locations. There are empirical and theoretical reasons

for this adjustment. Empirically, adjusting for price levels in each country helps us control for

country specific factors that may be present in the price data but not in our model.7 Theoreti-

cally, if one wants to use the maximal price gap as a proxy for trade frictions and connect this

value with trade flows, then expression (5) suggests adjusting for the difference in Φs across

countries as well. It turns out that the difference in the means of logged prices equals the dif-

ference in the logs of the parameters Φ defined in expression (2).8

Given the dnis from data, we define the following function

h(θ, dni,M) = dni −
1

S

S
∑

s=1

dni(θ, us,M), (11)

which compares the observed value dni to its expected value. Because we do not have a closed

form expression for the expected value of dni, E(dni; {θ,M}), we approximate this value via

simulation. The next section provides the exact details behind a simulation, but the basic idea

is the following: given a model M and a value of θ, we simulate prices, construct s synthetic

data sets, and then construct simulated values for dni(θ, us,M). The expected value of dni is the

average across simulations S.

7For example, suppose there are country-specific factors such as sales taxes, which are multiples of the goods’
prices. Then, the maximum log price difference between countries n and i will reflect the log differences in the
country-specific sales taxes. The tax wedge washes out once we add the difference in the means of logged prices
between countries i and n.

8In Simonovska and Waugh (2014) we formally prove the result for the EK model. A similar result can be
obtained for the Armington and BEJK models where price levels are also proportional to the price parameters as
demonstrated in Proposition 1 above.
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In the exactly identified case, our estimation is based on the following orthogonality restriction

E(h (θo, dni,M)) = 0. (12)

That is, at the true value θo, in expectation the difference between the observed dni and its

expected value should be equal to zero. The sample average of h(θ, dni,M) is

h̄(θ,M) =

(

1

N2 −N

)

∑

n

∑

i

h(θ, dni,M) (13)

where N2 − N is the number of dnis we can construct. Our estimate of θ is the value that

minimizes the quadratic form of h̄(θ,M). Or mathematically:

θ̂(M) = argmin
θ

h̄(θ,M)′h̄(θ,M). (14)

Overidentified Case. The overidentified case focuses on two additional moments: (i) the price

gap in the 85th percentile adjusted by average prices and (ii) the covariance of dni with the

logarithm of bilateral distance.

The focus on the price gap in the 85th percentile is a way to incorporate more information about

the underlying distribution of price gaps and, hence, information about the underlying model.

For example, as discussed in Section 3, the two country Armington model places a restriction

on the data that the max should be the same as the price gap in the 85th percentile. The price

gap in the 85th percentile is not the only statistic that has this property. We explored other

percentiles (e.g. 90 or 75) and found virtually no effect on our results.

The covariance between the dni statistic and the logarithm of distance was chosen for two rea-

sons. First, as we show in Section 5.1, there is a strong correlation between maximal price gaps

and distance. Given the strong role that distance plays in explaining trade flows, we feel this is

a natural statistic to target. Second, this also helps guard against estimating the elasticity off of

measurement error in the data by focusing on the systematic relationship between price gaps

and distance.

Given these moments, the function h(θ,dni,M) is now a 3 × 1 vector. The first element of dni

is dni as defined in expression (10) above, the second is the price gap in the 85th percentile,

and the third is the covariance between dni and the logarithm of bilateral distance. We are

slightly abusing notation here by using the bold-face values dni to denote a vector of data. Our

orthogonality restriction is

E(h (θo,dni,M)) = 0. (15)
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The sample average of (each element of) h(θ,dni,M) is

h̄(θ,M) =

(

1

N2 −N

)

∑

n

∑

i

h(θ,dni,M), (16)

and we chose θ to minimize the quadratic form

θ̂(M) = argmin
θ

h̄(θ,M)′W−1
h̄(θ,M), (17)

where W is a positive definite weighting matrix.

For the weighting matrix, we will present two sets of results: one using the identity matrix

and another using the optimal weighting matrix suggested by Gouriéroux and Monfort (1996)

and described in Adda and Cooper (2003). Because the optimal weighting matrix depends on

our estimate of θ, we use a continuous-updating estimator of W which continually updates the

weighting matrix within the minimization routine (see e.g. the discussion of this estimator in

Hansen, Heaton, and Yaron (1996)).

We compute standard errors using a parametric bootstrap technique (see e.g. Davison and

Hinkley (1997)). We add error terms to the trade data (given our parametric assumption on

the error term in (19)) and re-estimate the country-specific parameters from the simulated data

necessary to simulate prices. Given these parameters, we simulate a sample of prices given our

estimate of θ and the assumed underlying model, and then implement our estimation routine

on the simulated data. Thus, this procedure takes into account uncertainty in the technology

parameters and scaled trade costs estimated from trade data and sampling variability in the

micro-level prices. We repeat this procedure 100 times to construct 90-10 percentile confidence

intervals.

In the instances where we use an optimal weighting matrix, we also perform tests of overiden-

tifying restrictions. Specifically, we construct the test statistic

(N2 −N)h̄(θ̂,M)′W−1
h̄(θ̂,M) (18)

which is the standard “J-statistic” used to test the null-hypothesis that the data generating pro-

cess is correct. Asymptotically, this test statistic is distributed chi-squared with a certain number

of degrees of freedom, though in small samples this may not provide an accurate approxima-

tion (see e.g. Hansen et al. (1996)). To avoid these difficulties, we use a parametric bootstrap to

construct the finite sample distribution of the test statistic in (18) under the null hypothesis that

the data generating process is correct (see Davison and Hinkley (1997)).

BEJK Details. One detail associated with the BEJK model is that the value of ρ, the CES param-

eter, matters unlike in the EK model. The issue is that ρ determines the monopoly pricing rule
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which shapes the distribution of price gaps. To deal with this issue we proceed in two ways.

The first approach is to pre-calibrate this parameter to the value of 2.5 (which is consistent with

evidence regarding this parameter in Broda and Weinstein (2006)) and estimate only θ. The

second approach is to estimate ρ and θ in the BEJK model. Specifically, in the overidentified

case, we pick θ and ρ to jointly minimize the quadratic form in (17).

Relation to Previous Work. The statistic dni that we use to estimate θ is developing a history of

thought, so a couple of comments are necessary. First, EK used this statistic to directly estimate

θ. If the maximal price difference accurately revealed the trade friction, then by examining (4)

one can see how averaging across normalized trade shares relative to the average dni yields

an estimate of θ. Using this method, they arrived at the value 8.28. As we demonstrate in

Simonovska and Waugh (2014), the maximal price gap generally underestimates the trade fric-

tion, and hence overestimates the value of θ. In Simonovska and Waugh (2014), we use indirect

inference to correct this bias by matching the observed EK estimate of θ to the model implied

value. Using this method, we arrived at the value around four.

We depart from our previous work for the following reasons. First, the new procedure fits

transparently within the GMM framework which allows us to formally test the overidentifying

restrictions of various models and allows us to incorporate additional moment conditions that

existing work uses to estimate the trade elasticity (see e.g. Caliendo and Parro (2014)). Second,

we avoid a difficulty that arose when using both simulated trade flows and prices to construct

the model implied EK estimate. One difficulty was that the simulated trade flows depended

on the number of goods in the economy and for the simulated trade flows to mimic observed

trade flows accurately this had to be a very large number. By just simulating prices, we avoid

the dependence on the number of goods in the economy and achieve a very large speed up

in computation time. Finally, in the exactly identified case our new approach gives nearly the

exact same answer for the EK model as the approach used in Simonovska and Waugh (2014),

which is reassuring.

Why these Moments. The discussion above provided a brief, tactical rationale for why we

chose the particular moments we did. We have carefully chosen the moments, explored a wide

variety of alternatives (such as different percentiles, order statistics from different-sized sam-

ples via recurrence relationships, etc.) and found similar results.

There are, however, deeper, strategic issues regarding the choice of moments that are worth

pointing out. One may wonder why we do not use other micro moments such as the firm

size/sales distribution. The reasoning is simple: Moments about the firm/sales size distribu-

tion are indeterminate in the Armington and EK models. In contrast, all models make concrete

and distinct predictions about price variation; hence, moments from the price distribution are

informative.
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One may also wonder why we do not find and then use information regarding the existence

of traded versus non-traded goods for the identification of trade elasticities. If we could find

a good where the arbitrage relationship bound and under the assumption perfect competition,

this good’s price difference could be used to estimate a trade friction, and consequently, a trade

elasticity. While this information may help, it does not help one answer the central question:

Are trade elasticities (and therefore welfare gains) different across models? For example, if the

true data generating process is BEJK, then prices reflect variable mark-ups, so cross-country

price differences in traded goods are not necessarily equal to trade costs as discussed in Sec-

tion 3. Furthermore, focusing on traded goods does not inform us about the underlying data

generating process. As the arguments in Section 3 suggest and Figure 1 makes clear, the data

features that distinguish different models are price gaps away from the trade costs. Moreover,

the economic mechanisms (margins of trade) behind each of these models shape the pattern of

price gaps away from the trade costs. This is the exact rationale for focusing on moments from

the price gap distribution that are away from the trade cost, such as the 85th percentile of the

price gap.

4.2. Simulation Approach

A key step in the estimation procedure is the approximation of E(dni; {θ,M}) via simulation.

Below we describe in detail how we simulate prices from each model and in turn how we

approximate E(dni; {θ,M}).

There are basically three steps. The distribution of prices depends on θ and the country-specific

technology parameters and bilateral trade costs. We use the gravity equation implied by all

models (derived in expression (19) below) to estimate the technology parameters and trade

costs (up to a scalar θ) from trade flow data. This ensures that all models will have the same

aggregate predictions for trade flows. Second, we show how the estimates from the gravity

equation are sufficient to simulate micro-level prices given a specified model. Third, we specify

a protocol as to how the data is sampled. These three steps allow us to create synthetic data sets

from which we can then approximate E(dni; {θ,M}).

Step 1.—We estimate the parameters for the country-specific productivity distributions and

trade costs from bilateral trade-flow data. We follow closely the methodologies proposed by

Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Waugh (2010). First, we derive the gravity equation from expres-

sion (1) by dividing the bilateral trade share by the importing country’s home trade share,

log

(

Xni/Xn

Xnn/Xn

)

= Si − Sn − θ log τni + νni, (19)

where Si is defined as log
[

Tiw
−θ
i

]

. Si’s are recovered as the coefficients on country-specific

dummy variables given the restrictions on how trade costs can covary across countries. We as-
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sume that νni reflects other factors and is orthogonal to the regressors and normally distributed

with mean zero and standard deviation σν . Following the arguments of Waugh (2010), trade

costs take the following functional form

log(τni) = ρ logmni + bni + exi. (20)

Here, trade costs are a logarithmic function of distance, where mni is the distance in miles

between country n and i and ρ is the distance elasticity. bni is the effect of a shared border in

which bni = 1 if country i and n share a border and zero otherwise.

The term exi is an exporter fixed effect which allows the trade-cost level to vary depending

upon the exporter. Waugh (2010) shows that including this term helps trade models match

both cross-country variation in aggregate prices and trade flows. As we showed in Simonovska

and Waugh (2014), using importer fixed effects (as in EK) or aggregate price data to exactly

identify trade costs did not change our estimates for the EK model by economically meaningful

amounts. Finally, our results are robust to incorporating bilateral colonial, language, and legal

origin ties as well as countries’ geographical attributes.

The term exi is an exporter fixed effect and allows for the trade-cost level to vary depending

upon the exporter. We use least squares to estimate equations (19) and (20).

Step 2.—The parameter estimates obtained from the first-stage gravity regression are sufficient

to simulate micro-level prices in each model up to a constant, θ.

Step 2a.—The simulation of the Armington model is simple as there is no micro-level hetero-

geneity in this framework. exp(S−θ
i ) represents the common marginal cost of production across

all producers in country i.

Step 2b.—To simulate micro-level prices in the EK model we follow Simonovska and Waugh

(2014). Notice that for any good j, the model implies that pni(j) = τniwi/zi(j). Thus, rather than

simulating productivities, it is sufficient to simulate the inverse of marginal costs of production

ui(j) = zi(j)/wi. In Simonovska and Waugh (2014), we show that ui is distributed according to:

Mi(ui) = exp
(

−S̃iu
−θ
i

)

, with S̃i = exp(Si) = Tiw
−θ
i . (21)

Thus, having obtained estimates of Si from the gravity regression, we can simulate the inverse

of marginal costs. To construct prices at which goods are traded, we take the inverse marginal

costs that are drawn from the country-specific distributions above and are assigned to each

good. Then, for each importing country and each good, the lowest-cost supplier across coun-

tries is found and realized prices are recorded.

Step 2c.—To see that we can simulate micro-level prices in the BEJK model as a function of θ
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only, we draw on an argument in BEJK. To simulate their model, BEJK reformulate the model

in terms of efficiency. In particular, given two productivity draws for good j in country i, z1i(j)

and z2i(j), they define the following objects

u1i(j) = Tiz1i(j)
−θ

u2i(j) = Tiz2i(j)
−θ

BEJK demonstrate that these objects are distributed according to

Pr[u1i ≤ u1] = 1− exp(−u1)

Pr[u2i ≤ u2|u1i = u1] = 1− exp(−u2 + u1)

To simulate trade flows and prices from the model, we define the following variables

v1i(j) =

(

u1i(j)

Tiw
−θ
i

)

v2i(j) =

(

u2i(j)

Tiw
−θ
i

)

Applying the pdf transformation rule, it is easy to demonstrate that v1i(j) is distributed accord-

ing to

Pr[v1i ≤ v1] = 1− exp(−S̃iv1). (22)

Similarly,

Pr[v2i ≤ v2|v1i = v1] = 1− exp(−S̃iv2 + S̃iv1), (23)

where S̃i is defined above.

Thus, to simulate the model we draw minimum unit costs from (22), and conditional on these

draws, we draw the second lowest unit costs from (23). Hence, having obtained the estimates

of Si from the first-stage gravity regression, we can simulate the inverse of marginal costs.

To construct prices at which goods are traded, we take the inverse marginal costs that are drawn

from the country-specific distributions above and are assigned to each good. Then, for each

importing country and each good, the two lowest-cost suppliers across countries are found and

realized prices are recorded.

Step 3.—From the realized prices, a subset of goods common to all countries is defined and

the subsample of prices is recorded—i.e., we are acting as if we were collecting prices for the

international organization that collects the data. The three models give a natural common bas-
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ket of goods to be priced across countries. In these models, agents in all countries consume all

goods that lie within a fixed interval, [0, 1]. Thus, we consider this common list in the simulated

models and we randomly sample the prices of its goods across countries.

These steps then provide us with an artificial data set of micro-level prices that mimic their

analogs in the data. Given this artificial data set, we can then compute moments—as functions

of θ—and compare them to the moments in the data.

4.3. Performance on Simulated Data

To provide evidence that the estimation procedure recovers the underlying parameter for each

model, we apply the methodology on data simulated by each model under a known θ. For

exposition purposes, we let θ be the same across the models, and we set it equal to four.

Table 2: Estimation Results With Artificial Data, Underlying θ = 4

Model Estimate of θ Mean dni Cov(dni, logmni) Mean d85thni

Exactly Identified

Armington 3.99
[3.83, 4.26]

1.27 — —

EK 3.99
[3.80, 4.18]

0.96 — —

BEJK 3.99
[3.84, 4.15]

0.63 — —

Over Identified

Armington 3.97
[3.82, 4.19]

1.21 0.20 0.24

EK 3.99
[3.90, 4.10]

0.96 0.10 0.37

BEJK 4.00
[3.88, 4.10]

0.63 0.04 0.25

Note: Value is the median estimate across simulations. Values within brackets report 90th and
10th percentiles. In each simulation there are 30 countries and 100 simulations are performed.
Over Identified uses the optimal weighting matrix; using the identity matrix yielded near
identical results.

The first column in Table 2 reports the results. Our estimation routine recovers the value of

θ in all three models, both in the exactly identified and overidentified case. Foreshadowing

our empirical findings, the final three columns in Table 2 report the average moments across

simulations. Consistent with the theoretical results in Section 3, there is a systematic ranking

in largest price gaps with Armington being the highest and BEJK being the lowest. Consistent

with Proposition 2, this implies that given observed price gaps, the models will be ordered by

θ to match this data.
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5. Empirical Results

5.1. Data Description

Our sample contains the thirty largest countries in the world (in terms of absorption). We use

trade flows and production data for the year 2004 to construct trade shares. The price data used

to compute moments on price gaps and aggregate price levels come from basic-heading-level

data from the 2005 round of the International Comparison Programme (ICP). The dataset has

been employed in a number of empirical studies. For example, Bradford (2003) and Bradford

and Lawrence (2004) use the ICP price data in order to measure the degree of fragmentation, or

the level of trade barriers, among OECD countries. In addition, the authors provide an excellent

description of the data-collection process. Eaton and Kortum (2002) use a similar dataset for the

year 1990 in their estimation.9

The ICP collects price data on goods with identical characteristics across retail locations in

the participating countries during the 2003-2005 period.10 The basic-heading level represents

a narrowly-defined group of goods for which expenditure data are available. The data set

contains a total of 129 basic headings, and we reduce the sample to 62 categories based on their

correspondence with the trade data employed. Simonovska and Waugh (2014) provide a more

detailed description of the ICP data.

The ICP provides a common list of “representative” goods whose prices are to be randomly

sampled in each country over a certain period of time. A good is representative of a country if

it comprises a significant share of a typical consumer’s bundle there. Thus, the ICP samples the

prices of a common basket of goods across countries, where the goods have been pre-selected

due to their highly informative content for the purpose of international comparisons. It is pre-

cisely this sampling procedure that we mimic in the simulation methodology described above.

Table 3 reports how price gaps in the ICP data covary with typical gravity variables that de-

termine observed trade patterns. The first row regresses the object dni on the logged distance

between country pairs and a dummy variable for contiguity. Clearly, maximum price gaps are

rising in distance and are lower for countries that share a border. The second row repeats the

exercise using the object that relies of the 85th percentile of price gaps. While the qualitative

patterns are identical, the magnitudes are lower. Given the systematic relationship between

9For robustness, we re-estimate trade elasticities using an alternative dataset: the Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU) data. The EIU surveys the prices of individual goods across various cities in two types of retail stores:
mid-priced, or branded stores, and supermarkets, or chain stores. The dataset contains the nominal prices of 110
tradable goods, reported in local currency, as well as nominal exchange rates relative to the US dollar, which are
recorded at the time of the survey. Crucini, Telmer, and Zachariadis (2003) and Crucini and Yilmazkuday (2013)
use the same data to study the determinants of the deviations from the law of one price across cities and countries.
Consistent with our findings in Simonovska and Waugh (2014), we obtain lower estimates of the trade elasticity
for all models, but the ranking across models remains unchanged. These results are available upon request.

10The ICP Methodological Handbook is available at http://go.worldbank.org/MW520NNFK0.
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Table 3: Price Gaps and Trade Determinants

Dependent Variable Log Distance Border Mean Value

dni
0.13

[0.11, 0.15]

−0.11

[−0.18, −0.02]
2.5

d85thni
0.055

[0.047, 0.063]

−0.035

[−0.060, −0.010]
1.4

Note: The first two columns report regression of dependent variables on dis-
tance, border indicator and country fixed effects. The last column reports the
mean value, exponentiated.

price gaps and gravity variables found in Table 3, we conclude that price gaps do not simply

reflect measurement error, but rather they contain valuable information about trade barriers.

5.2. Results with ICP Data

Table 4 presents the results for the three specifications. The first column presents the results

from the exactly identified case which most closely corresponds with our theoretical results in

Proposition 3. Consistent with the theoretical results, the estimate of θ is systematically lower

for the new trade models relative to the Armington model, and further the estimate for BEJK

is lower than for EK. The difference in magnitudes is substantial. The EK estimate is about 20

percent lower than Armington, implying that the welfare cost of autarky is 20 percent higher in

the EK model. In comparison, our estimate of the trade elasticity in the BEJK model is about 33

percent lower relative to EK, implying the welfare gains are estimated to be 50 percent larger in

BEJK relative to Armington.

Table 4: Estimation Results, Fixed Variety Models

Exactly Identified Overidentified, Identity Overidentified, Optimal

Model Estimate of θ Estimate of θ Estimate of θ J-stat P-value

Armington 5.24
[5.02, 5.45]

5.06
[4.84, 5.26]

3.94
[3.73, 4.08]

< 0.01

EK 4.17
[4.00, 4.34]

4.13
[3.99, 4.29]

4.05
[3.97, 4.14]

0.25

BEJK, ρ = 2.5 3.32
[3.18, 3.48]

3.28
[3.16, 3.43]

3.15
[3.08, 2.96]

< 0.01

BEJK, est. ρ̂ −−− 3.21
[2.90, 3.64]

2.74
[2.62, 2.89]

< 0.01

Note: Values within brackets report 90th and 10th confidence intervals. J-stat P-value reports
probability of observing a J-statistic as large as observed. Estimates of ρ for BEJK model are
2.25 and 1.37.
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Table 5: Data and Fixed Variety Model Moments

Moment

Mean dni Mean d85ni Cov(dni, logmni)

Data 0.93 0.37 0.14

Armington 1.23
[0.16]

0.25
[0.02]

0.21
[0.15]

EK 0.95
[0.09]

0.37
[0.01]

0.10
[0.09]

BEJK, ρ = 2.5 0.99
[0.09]

0.35
[0.01]

0.09
[0.09]

BEJK, est. ρ̂ 0.95
[0.09]

0.37
[0.01]

0.07
[0.08]

Note: Reports model implied moments at estimated parameters values from
the overidentified estimation with optimal weighting matrix. Values within
brackets report the diagonal entry of W , the variance-covariance matrix.
logmni is the log distance in miles between country n and i.

The last three columns of Table 4 present the results for the overidentified case. Note that with

the weighting matrix equal to the identity matrix, the results are effectively identical to the

results in the exactly identified case.

When the optimal weighting matrix is used, results do begin to change. Specifically, our es-

timate for the Armington model declines substantially relative to the previous two columns.

This may seem problematic relative to our results in Proposition 3, yet in fact it is highly symp-

tomatic of the fact that the Armington model is misspecified. The first and second row of Table

5 illustrate this point. The top two rows present the data and moments implied by the Arm-

ington model. Across all moments, the Armington model has problems: it overpredicts the

mean order statistic by a large margin, underpredicts the 85th percentile by a large margin, and

overpredicts the covariance term by a large margin.

The difficulties of the Armington model are formalized in the P-value for the J-statistic which

tests the null hypothesis that the Armington model is the data generating process. For the

Armington model, the null hypothesis is rejected at a level of less than one percent. Given the

starkness of the Armington model, this should be a reassuring result.

For the EK model, the results with the optimal weighting matrix are nearly identical to the

other results. The third row of Table 5 provides an informal sense of fit. The EK model exactly

matches the 85th percentile (which is given the most weight) and it comes very close to match-

ing the mean order statistic and the covariance term. The J-statistic formalizes this and we fail

to reject the null hypothesis that the EK model is the data generating process.
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Across specifications, the results for the BEJK model are similar. The one instance where the es-

timate changes is in the joint estimation of the CES parameter ρ and θ with the optimal weight-

ing matrix. In this instance, our estimate of θ becomes smaller and our estimate of ρ is lower

than the calibrated value of 2.5.

While the BEJK model is the richer of the three models in terms of market structure and pricing

patterns, there is evidence that it is misspecified as the null hypothesis that the BEJK model

generated the data is rejected at the 1 percent level. Interestingly, the issue with the BEJK model

is that it has a difficult time fitting the covariance between the dni and distance. This can be

seen, for example, in the last row/final column of Table 5; while the BEJK model has the ability

to match both the order statistics and 85th percentile; it has trouble with the covariance term.11

The problem is due to variable markups. Variable markups naturally induce “noise” between

price gaps (even if the good is traded in which case price gaps reflect the distance cost), which

makes it harder for the BEJK model to replicate the strong covariance observed in the data

between price gaps and distance.

6. Endogenous Variety Models

The analysis thus far has focused on three canonical models of trade where the set of vari-

eties is fixed. Two other canonical models that feature an endogenous set of varieties pro-

duced/consumed are the frameworks of Krugman (1980)—Krugman—and Melitz (2003)—

Melitz. While these models can satisfy the same aggregate restrictions as the three models

analyzed, we have kept them separate largely because we make additional assumptions about

the structure of fixed costs and how we interpret the data when the set of varieties varies across

countries.

Below, we outline versions of these two models and we repeat the quantitative exercises from

above. We find that the Melitz model yields a lower estimate of the trade elasticity than the

Krugman model, thus generating higher welfare gains from trade.

6.1. Krugman (1980)

Preferences are identical to the Armington model, but the measure of goods produced by any

country i is endogenous,

Wn =

[

N
∑

i=1

∫

Ji

xni(j)
ρ−1

ρ dj

]

ρ
ρ−1

.

In the above expression, Ji denotes the set of goods produced by country i.

11More formally, we discovered this by removing the covariance moment and only estimating to the two price
gaps; in this specification, we failed to reject the BEJK model.
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In particular, we assume that a producer in country i has monopoly power over a blueprint to

produce a single good j. In order to produce the good, a firm in i uses the following production

technology

yi(j) = T
1/θ
i li(j) + ei.

Thus a firm incurs a marginal cost of wi/T
1/θ
i as well as a fixed cost of entry ei, both in labor

units. There is an unbounded pool of potential producers and the mass of firms is pinned down

via a zero average profit condition.

We make the assumption that fixed costs are proportional to the mass of workers in country i,

Li. Under the proportionality assumption on fixed costs, the mass of entrants is identical across

countries and proportional to 1/(1 + θ).

Conditional on entry, all consumers buy all products from all sources. Moreover, due to the

proportionality assumption on entry costs, each country contributes a measure of 1/N toward

the unit measure of consumed products as in the Armington model. In contrast to Armington,

the price pni(j) for good j from i in destination n is given by the product of the marginal cost of

production and delivery and the Dixit-Stiglitz constant mark-up m̄.

6.2. Melitz (2003)

Finally, we outline a variant of the Melitz (2003) model parameterized as in Chaney (2008). In

the exposition, we follow closely Arkolakis, Demidova, Klenow, and Rodrı́guez-Clare (2008).

The preference relation as well as the market structure are identical to the Krugman (1980)

model described above. There are two novel features. First, in order to sell its product to

market n, a firm from any country i incurs an additional market access cost, an, which is pro-

portional to the mass of workers in the destination, Ln. Second, marginal costs of production

are not identical across producers within a country. In particular, upon paying the entry cost

ei, a firm from i draws a productivity realization for good j, zi(j), from the country-specific

Pareto distribution with pdf Tiz
−θ. As in the Frechet distribution, the parameter θ in the Pareto

distribution governs the variability of productivity among firms.

The two additional assumptions imply that there exist cost thresholds that limit the participa-

tion of certain firms to certain markets. In particular, if a firm obtains a cost draw above the

threshold cost that characterizes the “most accessible” destination, it exits immediately with-

out operating. Thus, because of free entry, in equilibrium expected profits of a firm must be

equal to the fixed entry cost. In addition, more productive firms serve more markets and the

“toughest” markets attract the most efficient producers from all sources.

As in the Krugman (1980) model, firms charge a constant mark-up over their marginal cost of
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production. However, unlike the Krugman (1980) model, the prices of goods offered by a given

country differ according to the efficiency of the individual producer. More importantly, even

though entry costs are proportional to the mass of workers, the measure of firms that serve

each market is no longer constant. Thus, selection among exporters alters the composition of

the bundle of consumed goods.

6.3. Trade Flows, Aggregate Prices, and Welfare

In this section, we show that the two models with an endogenous set of varieties produce

identical aggregate outcomes to the models with an exogenous set of varieties. In particular,

under the parametric assumption made above, all five models yield the same expressions for

trade flows, price indices (up to a constant scalar), and welfare gains from trade. Proposition 4

summarizes the result. The proof can be found in the Appendix.

Proposition 4 Given the functional forms for productivity FEK,i(·), FBEJK,i(·), and FMEL,i(·) for all

i = 1, ..., N , and assuming that (i) fixed entry costs are proportional to the mass of workers in the country

of origin, ei ∝ Li for all i = 1, ..., N ; (ii) market access costs are proportional to the mass of workers in

the destination market, an ∝ Ln for all n = 1, ..., N ;

a. The share of expenditures that n spends on goods from i, Xni/Xn, predicted by all five models is

Xni

Xn
=

Ti(τniwi)
−θ

∑N
k=1 Tk(τnkwk)−θ

. (24)

b. The CES exact price index for destination n, Pn, predicted by all five models is

Pn ∝ Φ
− 1

θ
n , where Φn =

N
∑

k=1

Tk(τnkwk)
−θ. (25)

c. The percentage compensation that a representative consumer in n requires to move between two

trading equilibria predicted by all five models is

P ′
n

Pn
− 1 = 1−

(

X ′
nn/X

′
n

Xnn/Xn

)
1

θ

. (26)

6.4. Simulation of Prices for Endogenous Variety Models

Since the endogenous variety models yield an identical gravity equation of trade as the exoge-

nous variety models, the first stage of the estimation is identical. What remains is to describe

the micro price-level simulation.
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Step 2d.—The simulation of the Krugman model is trivial because it does not feature micro-

level heterogeneity. In this model, S̃i fully characterizes the common marginal cost of produc-

tion across all producers in country i.

Step 2e.—The simulation of the Melitz (2003) model is more intricate. In the Eaton and Kortum

(2002) and Bernard et al. (2003) models—which feature heterogeneity—a good is indexed by

j ∈ [0, 1] or an integer when discretized on the computer. In the Melitz (2003) model, different

countries are consuming and producing different goods. To carry out the simulation, we dis-

cretize the continuum to a set of potentially produced goods. We proceed to determine the sub-

set of goods produced domestically for each country. Then, we simulate inverse marginal costs

for each good. Inverse marginal costs are determined following Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz

(2011) who show how normalized inverse marginal costs can be sampled from a parameter free

uniform distribution. Then, we determine the set of exported varieties for all country-pairs and

we compute their prices.

As in the exogenous variety models, we must specify how the subsample of prices is recorded.

In the fixed variety models, because all goods are consumed everywhere, there is a natural

common list from which we randomly sample the prices of its goods across countries. The key

issue in the Melitz model is that the set of goods consumed is different across countries. Below

we describe how we deal with this issue.

Step 3a.—In the Krugman model, all produced goods appear in all countries, and each country

contributes a fraction 1/N of them. Thus, like the exogenous variety models, there is a natural

common basket of goods prices to be randomly sampled from across countries.

Step 3b.—In the Melitz model, we define the common set of goods whose prices will be sam-

pled to be the set of goods produced by firms with low enough cost draws so that they serve

all N destinations (see Appendix for cost threshold derivations). Let Mi represent the measure

of goods from i that appear on the common list and let M =
∑

mMm be the common list. Then,

it is straightforward to derive the following expression for the share of country i’s goods on the

common list

Mi

M
=

minl S̃iτli
−θ

[

∑

k S̃kτ
−θ
lk

]−1

∑

mminl S̃mτlm−θ
[

∑

k S̃kτ
−θ
lk

]−1 . (27)

Notice that this share varies across countries. This variation is precisely the reason behind the

different elasticity estimates that we obtain from the two models. In the Krugman model, the

maximal bilateral price difference is likely to equal the unobserved trade friction (exactly like

in the Armington model). In the Melitz model, only goods sold by firms that enter all markets

are able to make the sample of prices that data collectors would consider. Moreover, the firms
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that enter all markets are likely to be from source countries with low trade costs to export. This

implies that, in the Melitz model, the average maximal price difference across country pairs is

likely to be below the average trade friction across country pairs. Thus, one needs a lower trade

elasticity in Melitz relative to Krugman to rationalize the same amount of trade observed in the

data. The differences in trade elasticities then translate into differences in the measured welfare

gains from trade in the two models.

6.5. Results

Table 6 reports the estimates of θ for the two endogenous variety models obtained using the

ICP data. The first column reports the results from the exactly identified estimation. The Melitz

model yields an estimate of θ that is roughly 30 percent lower than the estimate for the Krugman

model. Hence, adding an extensive margin of trade increases the welfare gains from trade by

30 percent.

Table 6: Estimation Results, Endogenous Variety Models

Exactly Identified Over-Identified, Identity Over Identified, Optimal

Model Estimate of θ Estimate of θ Estimate of θ J-stat P-value

Krugman 5.24

[5.02, 5.45]

5.06

[4.84, 5.26]

3.94

[3.73, 4.08]
< 0.01

Melitz 3.69

[3.32, 4.21]

3.69

[3.37, 4.09]

3.65

[3.36, 3.86]
0.35

Note: Values within brackets report 90th and 10th confidence intervals. J-stat P-value reports
probability of observing a J-statistic as large as observed.

The last three columns report the results from the overidentified estimation. Once again a sim-

ilar picture emerges as in the estimation of the exogenous variety models. The overidentified

estimation that uses the optimal weighting matrix yields an estimate of θ for the model that

features an extensive margin—Melitz in this case—that is roughly the same as in the overiden-

tified case with an identity matrix and the exactly identified case. However, when using the

optimal weighting matrix, the estimate of θ falls considerably for the model that features only

an intensive margin of trade—in this case Krugman. Once again, the J statistic allows us to

reject the hypothesis that the model with an intensive margin only has generated the data. In

contrast, we cannot reject the null that the Melitz model has generated the data.

Relation to Melitz and Redding (2014). Our estimation yields a lower trade elasticity estimate

for the Melitz model than the Krugman model, which translates into higher welfare gains from

trade in the former. Recently, Melitz and Redding (2014) also argue that the Melitz model
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generates higher welfare gains from trade than the Krugman model. Their argument, however,

is very different from ours and it goes as follows. The Krugman model is a special case of the

Melitz model where the distribution of firm productivities becomes degenerate. Naturally, θ is

the central parameter that governs this distribution. The authors then demonstrate that, if all

other parameters of the two models are kept identical, the Melitz model generates higher trade

shares and therefore higher welfare gains from trade.

Instead, our exercise estimates the parameters of the two models such that they generate iden-

tical trade shares—the ones observed in the data. Then, the reason why the welfare gains differ

is because different θ’s are necessary in order to match the price moments in the data.

7. Extensions and Robustness

In this section, we present the results from two exercises. First, we modify our estimation ap-

proach to incorporate “macro” moment conditions of the sort articulated in Arkolakis et al.

(2012). We find that these aggregate moments are not informative about the trade elasticity

relative to our “micro” approach. Second, we evaluate the sensitivity of our estimates of trade

elasticities to the presence of measurement error in the micro price data. We find that incorpo-

rating measurement error only strengthens our results by magnifying the quantitative differ-

ences across models.

7.1. Macro and Micro Estimation

How do our estimates of trade elasticities compare to estimates that one would obtain by fol-

lowing a “macro” based approach using aggregate measures of trade frictions? This is a par-

ticularly relevant question in light of the results of Arkolakis et al. (2012). As they suggest, a

macro based approach that uses tariffs and assumes a model-independent orthogonality con-

dition results in an estimate of θ that is model independent. This implies that the welfare gains

from trade are the same across models.

To compare the two approaches, we modify our estimation to incorporate macro moment con-

ditions that use aggregate measures of tariffs. The idea behind this exercise is to let the data

speak to which moment conditions are more powerful. In other words, depending upon as-

pects of the data, the combined estimation procedure has the ability to deliver an estimate of

the trade elasticity that is common across models or different.

We build on Caliendo and Parro’s (2014) approach, which represents the state-of-the-art tech-

nique to estimate the trade elasticity off of aggregate tariff data. For notational convenience,

denote the log of triple differenced trade flows by x̃nih for country triple n, i, h and the log of

triple differenced tariffs by t̃nih. Finally denote by NT the number of country triple observations.
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Caliendo and Parro’s (2014) estimation is based on the orthogonality condition

E
{

t̃nih
(

x̃nih − θt̃nih
)}

= 0. (28)

That is the covariance of triple differenced tariffs is orthogonal to the residual, i.e. their estima-

tion is just OLS. To incorporate this orthogonality condition in our context, we stack moment

conditions in the following way. Define

hnih(θ, x̃nih, t̃nih) = t̃nih
(

x̃nih − θt̃nih
)

, (29)

then averaging across triples yields

h̄T (θ) =

(

1

NT

)

∑

n

∑

i

∑

h

hnih(θ, x̃nih, t̃nih), (30)

where NT is the number of triples. Caliendo and Parro’s (2014) estimate of θ is the value that

minimizes the quadratic form of hT (θ). Or mathematically:

θ̂T = argmin
θ

h̄T (θ)
′h̄T (θ). (31)

where the notation θ̂T denotes that this is the estimate from the tariff based approach.

To combine this with our estimation method, we stack the h functions that contain our micro

moments and the tariff-based moments. So define h̃(θ,M) as

h̃(θ,M) =

{

h̄T (θ)

h̄(θ,M)

}

(32)

where h̄(θ,M) is defined in equation (13) from our exactly identified estimation approach. Then

the estimate of θ which merges our approach with that of Caliendo and Parro’s (2014) is the

value that minimizes the quadratic form of h̃(θ,M). Or mathematically:

θ̂(M) = argmin
θ

h̃(θ,M)
′
W

−1
h̃(θ,M). (33)

where W is a positive definite weighting matrix.

For the weighting matrix, we will present two sets of results: one using the identity matrix

and another using the variance-covariance matrix of the moments. As before, we use the

continuous-updating estimator of W, which continually updates the weighting matrix within

the minimization routine.

We compute standard errors using a parametric bootstrap technique. The procedure for sim-
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Table 7: Macro and Micro Estimates of θ

Macro + Micro

Model Macro Micro Identity Matrix Optimal Matrix

Armington/Krugman 4.63
[5.21, 4.09]

5.24
[5.02, 5.45]

5.24
[5.01, 5.45]

5.23
[5.01, 5.44]

EK 4.63
[5.21, 4.09]

4.17
[4.00, 4.34]

4.17
[4.03, 4.39]

4.17
[4.04, 4.39]

Melitz 4.63
[5.21, 4.09]

3.69
[3.32, 4.21]

3.70
[3.32, 4.12]

3.70
[3.32, 4.12]

BEJK, ρ=1.37 4.63
[5.21, 4.09]

2.74
[2.62, 2.89]

2.74
[2.62, 2.87]

2.74
[2.63, 2.87]

Note: Macro presents estimates from (31). Micro presents estimates from (14). Macro
+ Micro presents estimates from (33). (Values within brackets report 90th and 10th
confidence intervals.

ulating the variability in our micro moments is exactly as described in Section 4. To simulate

variability in the macro moments, we assume that the deviation between triple differenced

trade flows and triple differenced tariffs is normally distributed. Given our parametric as-

sumption on the residuals, we are able to simulate variability in the macro moments. Together,

this approach allows us to construct 90-10 percentile confidence intervals.

Data. To implement this approach we used the trade flow and tariff data from Parro (2013). In

this data set, there are 24 countries (20 of them are in our data set) for the year 1990. Because

the years differ between our data set and Parro’s (2013) data set, our underlying assumption is

that the trade elasticity is invariant across time. Parro’s (2013) data set contains data on tariffs

for capital goods and non-capital goods. Since we are interested in an aggregate tariff measure,

we construct aggregate tariffs by taking a trade-weighted average of the two sectors. Simple

averaging gives similar results.

Results. The first column of Table 7 presents the results using only the tariff based estimation

approach. Using this data we find an estimate of θ of around 4.6. This result is very much

consistent with the results that Parro (2013) reports. The second column reproduces the results

from our exactly identified estimation. For the BEJK model, we set the value of ρ equal to 1.37,

its estimated value from the previous section.

The third and fourth column of Table 7 report our estimate of θ when both the micro moment

conditions and the macro moment conditions are used. The key result is that the third and

fourth column are nearly identical to the second column. Either with an identity or optimal

weighting matrix, incorporating macro based moment conditions has virtually zero effect on

our estimates.
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Figure 2: Trade Flows and Tariffs

The reason for this result is that the tariff based method provides very little information about

the exact nature of the trade elasticity. To see this, Figure 2 plots the triple differenced tariff data

on the x-axis and triple differenced trade flow data on the y-axis. Plotted on top of the data are

the “best fit” lines implied by the different estimation methods and models.

The key thing to notice is that the data are exceptionally noisy and that the pure tariff based

approach does not describe the data that well. This implies that large deviations (say from 4.6

to 2.7) from the least square best fit provide negligible losses in mean square error. This means

that tariffs provide little valuable information with regards to θ. Thus when the macro approach

is combined with our estimation method, the tariff data does not assist in identifying θ.

7.2. Measurement Error in Prices

The second extension we explore is the role of measurement error in our micro price data. Mea-

surement error in our micro price data is a concern for several reasons. First, as we showed in

Simonovska and Waugh (2014), abstracting from measurement error will bias our estimates of

the trade elasticity downwards. A second concern, is that this bias may be model specific. That

is the differences in θ across models could be smaller (or larger) depending on how measure-

ment error interacts with the structure of the model.

To address these concerns we jointly estimate θ and the amount of measurement error in the

data. To do so, we assume that the micro-level prices are measured with error of the following
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Table 8: Estimates of θ with Measurement Error

Overidentified, Identity Overidentified, Optimal

Model Estimate of θ Estimate of σǫ Estimate of θ Estimate of σǫ J-stat P-value

Armington/Krugman 6.79
[6.70, 7.27]

0.186
[0.175, 0.194]

7.80
[7.22, 8.54]

0.220
[0.213, 0.2275]

< 0.01

EK 4.13
[3.96, 4.29]

0.000
[0, 0.085]

4.05
[3.96, 4.29]

0.000
[0, 0.074]

0.20

Melitz 4.79
[4.09, 5.83]

0.151
[0.104, 0.189]

5.07
[4.31, 6.18]

0.176
[0.133, 0.203]

0.33

BEJK, ρ = 1.37 2.75
[2.65, 3.05]

0.000
[0, 0.114]

2.70
[2.66, 2.99]

0.000
[0, 0.109]

< 0.01

Note: σǫ is the standard deviation of measurement error. Values within brackets report 90th and 10th
confidence intervals. J-stat P-value reports probability of observing a J-statistic as large as observed.

form

log pn(ℓ) = log p∗n(ℓ) + ǫ, where ǫ ∼ N(0, σǫ), (34)

where pn(ℓ) is the observed price of good ℓ in country n, p∗n(ℓ) is the true price, and ǫ is the

deviation between the true price and the observed price, i.e. measurement error. We assume

that ǫ is distributed normally with mean zero and standard deviation σǫ.

We then jointly estimate the two parameters, θ and σǫ, to minimize the distance between the

three model moments and the three data moments in the overidentified case as described in

Section 4. We present the results with both the identity and optimal weighting matrix. Standard

errors and the weighting matrix are computed as described in Section 4.

Results. Table 8 presents the results. The first two columns present the estimate of θ and

measurement error with an identity matrix. The last three columns present the results with the

optimal weighting matrix.

The main result from Table 8 is that even in the presence of measurement error, we find that the

ordering of models is still preserved with new trade models delivering lower trade elasticities.

In fact, the quantitative differences are larger, e.g. EK is now nearly 50 percent lower relative

to Armington/Krugman. This difference is largely because we find a much higher value of θ

(6.78 versus 5.23) in the Armington/Krugman model relative to our baseline results. What is

occurring is that the Armington/Krugman model requires a substantial amount of measure-

ment error with an offsetting reduction in the trade elasticity to best fit the observed amount

of price variation. This does not imply, however, that Armington/Krugman plus measurement

error is an accurate description of the data; we clearly reject the null hypothesis in this case that

the data generating process is true.
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There are several other notable features of these results. For both EK and BEJK, our point

estimates for θ are effectively the same as our baseline results. While the point estimates for

σǫ indicate little presence of measurement error, the confidence interval is wide. Second, like

our results in Table 4 and Table 6, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the EK model or the

Melitz model generated the data.

8. Conclusion

We argue that the welfare gains from trade in new trade models with various micro-level mar-

gins are larger relative to models without these margins. First, we make a theoretical argument:

Assuming a fixed trade elasticity, different models have identical predictions for bilateral trade

flows but different predictions for cross-country price variation. Thus, for given data on trade

flows and prices, different models have different trade elasticities and thus different welfare

gains from trade. Second, we estimate the trade elasticity and the welfare cost of autarky under

different assumptions about the underlying model. Relative to an Armington trade model, an

active extensive margin increases the welfare cost of autarky by 20 percent; variable markups

further increase the cost by 30 percent. In addition, relative to a Krugman model, an active

extensive margin as in Melitz increases the welfare cost of autarky by 30 percent. Third, we

incorporate into our estimation moment conditions that use trade flow and tariff data, which

imply a common trade elasticity; this modification has virtually no effect on our results.
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For Online Publication

A. Proofs

The proof to Proposition 1 follows.

Proof: a. and b. We derive the trade shares and price index for the version of the Armington

model that we consider in the present paper.

Maximizing Un subject to a standard budget constraint yields the following CES demand func-

tion

xni(j) =

(

pni(j)

Pn

)−ρ
wnLn

Pn
, (35)

Pn =

[

N
∑

i=1

∫ 1/N

0

pni(j)
1−ρdj

]

1

1−ρ

. (36)

Perfect competition ensures that pricing is according to marginal cost of production and deliv-

ery,

pni(j) =
τniwi

T
1/θ
i

. (37)

Substituting (37) into (36), integrating, and letting θ = ρ−1 yields Pn ∝ Φ
−1/θ
n , with proportion-

ality constant 1/N .

Finally, using (35) and (37), and integrating, the share of expenditure that n spends on goods

from i is given by

Xni
∑N

k=1Xnk

=

(

τniwiT
−1/θ
i

)1−ρ

∑N
k=1

(

τnkwkT
−1/θ
k

)1−ρ (38)

Letting θ = ρ− 1 yields the expression in the text. �

The proof to Proposition 4 follows.

Proof: We only need to show the results for the endogenous variety models.

a. and b. We derive the trade shares and price indices for the versions of the Krugman (1980)

and Melitz (2003) models that we consider in the present paper.

For the Krugman (1980) model, maximizing Wn subject to a standard budget constraint yields
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the following CES demand function

xni(j) =

(

pni(j)

Pn

)−ρ
wnLn

Pn

, (39)

Pn =

[

N
∑

i=1

∫

Ji

pni(j)
1−ρdj

]

1

1−ρ

. (40)

Moreover, maximizing firm profits and accounting for the demand in (39) yields

pni(j) =
m̄τniwi

T
1/θ
i

. (41)

Free entry implies that the expected profit of a firm is zero, after paying the fixed entry cost.

Using the firm’s optimal pricing rule and quantity demanded, which must equal to the quantity

produced, yields

N
∑

n=1

(pni(j))
1−ρ

P 1−ρ
n

wnLn

ρ
− wiei = 0 (42)

Let Mi denote the measure of entrants in country i, which corresponds to the measure of set Ji.

In order to compute the measure of entrants, combine the free entry condition from (42) with

the labor market clearing condition for country i,

Mi

N
∑

n=1

(pni(j))
1−ρ

P 1−ρ
n

wnLn + ei = Li, (43)

to obtain Mi = Li/(ρei). Using the definition θ = ρ − 1 and assuming that Li ∝ ei yields

Mi ∝ 1/(1 + θ). Relying on this result, use the equilibrium measure of entrants Mi and the

optimal pricing rule (41) into (40) to obtain that Pn ∝ Φ
−1/θ
n .

Finally, the share of expenditure that n spends on goods from i is given by

Xni
∑N

k=1Xnk

=
Mi

(pni(j))
1−ρ

P 1−ρ
n

wnLn

ρ
∑N

k=1Mk
(pnk(j))1−ρ

P 1−ρ
n

wnLn

ρ

(44)

Using the definition θ = ρ − 1, the equilibrium measure of entrants Mi under the proportion-

ality assumption, the optimal pricing rule (41) and the exact price index (40) in (44) yields the

expression in the text.

For the Melitz (2003) model, following the same steps as for the Krugman (1980) model obtains

the demand function in (39) and the price index in (40). Let the marginal cost of a firm with
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efficiency draw zi(j) of producing good j in i and delivering it to n be

cni(j) =
wiτni
zi(j)

.

We will express all equilibrium objects in terms of cost draws in the remainder of the Appendix.

As in the Krugman (1980) model, the optimal pricing rule is given by

pni(j) = m̄cni(j) (45)

Using the firm’s optimal pricing rule and quantity demanded, which must equal to the quantity

produced, yields the firm’s profit function

πni(cni(j)) =wnLn

(

ρ

ρ− 1

)−ρ
1

ρ− 1

(

cni(j)

Pn

)1−ρ

− wnan

The cost cutoff for a firm from i to sell good j to n, c̄ni(j), satisfies πni(c̄ni(j)) = 0 and is given

by

c̄ni(j) =







an
Ln

P 1−ρ
n

(

ρ
ρ−1

)−ρ
1

ρ−1







1

1−ρ

Since c̄ni(j) = c̄nn(j) ∀i, denote cost cutoffs by the destination to which they apply, c̄n(j).

To determine the measure of entrants, repeat the procedure applied to the Krugman (1980)

model to obtain Mi = Li/ei(ρ − 1)/(ρθ). Only those firms with cost draws below c̄i serve

the domestic market and the remainder immediately exit. Using the Pareto distribution, the

measure of domestic firms that sell j in country i is Mii(j) = MiTiw
−θ
i (c̄i(j))

θ. Similarly, the

measure of firms from i that sell j to n is Mni(j) = MiTi(wiτni)
−θ(c̄n(j))

θ.

Furthermore, assuming that Li ∝ ei yields Mi ∝ (ρ − 1)/(ρθ). Relying on this result, use

the equilibrium measure of firms that serve destination n from any source i, Mni, the optimal

pricing rule (45), and the Pareto distribution into (40) to obtain that Pn ∝ Φ
−1/θ
n .

Finally, to derive the trade share, use the optimal pricing rule (45), quantity demanded, which

must equal to the quantity produced, the equilibrium measure of firms that serve each destina-

tion, and the Pareto distribution.

c. We refer the reader to Arkolakis et al. (2012) for derivations concerning welfare in all the

models. �

The proof of the ranking between the price gap distributions of the EK and BEJK models at the

boundary points follows.
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Proof: We need to show that PEK(P̃h = log τ) > PBEJK(P̃h = log τ) and PEK(P̃h = − log τ) >

PBEJK(P̃h = − log τ). Let P̃h,EK and P̃h,BEJK denote the logged price gaps in the EK and BEJK

models respectively. Following the notation in the text, ckhf , k = 1, 2 denotes the kth best sup-

plier from F to H. We show that P̃h,EK = log τ holds true in higher number of instances than

P̃h,BEJK = log τ , and similarly for the lower bound, − log τ .

Broadly, there are two cases to consider: (1) traded goods (either exported by the home or

foreign country) and (2) non-traded goods. For each case, there are sub cases that correspond

to different price gaps in the BEJK model as pricing is based on the next best competitor. In the

EK model, price gaps always reflect cost gaps due to perfect competition.

1. Traded goods

(a) Foreign (F) exports to Home (H). Then F is the lowest cost supplier in both F and H.

There are three sub cases:

i. F is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hf − log c1ff = log τ

P̃h,BEJK = log c2hf − log c2ff = log τ

⇒ P̃h,EK = P̃h,BEJK = log τ

ii. F is the second lowest cost supplier in F; H is the second lowest cost supplier in

H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hf − log c1ff = log τ

P̃h,BEJK = log c1hh − log c2ff < log τ

⇒ P̃h,EK = log τ > P̃h,BEJK

iii. H is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. This violates no-arbitrage

and cannot occur.

(b) Home (H) exports to Foreign (F). Then H is the lowest cost supplier in both F and H.

There are three sub cases:

i. H is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1fh = − log τ

P̃h,BEJK = log c2hh − log c2fh = − log τ

⇒ P̃h,EK = P̃h,BEJK = − log τ
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ii. F is the second lowest cost supplier in F; H is the second lowest cost supplier in

H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1fh = − log τ

P̃h,BEJK = log c2hh − log c1ff > − log τ

⇒ P̃h,EK = − log τ < P̃h,BEJK

iii. F is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. This violates no-arbitrage

and cannot occur.

All four sub cases occur with positive probability. Given the strict inequality in sub

cases a.ii and b.ii, it must be that PEK(P̃h = log τ) > PBEJK(P̃h = log τ) and PEK(P̃h =

− log τ) > PBEJK(P̃h = − log τ). There remain four sub cases that correspond to

non-traded goods. In each sub case, Ph,EK, Ph,BEJK ∈ (− log τ, log τ), but the two

random variables cannot be ordered theoretically. Hence, while the mass that lies in

the interior is larger in the BEJK versus the EK model, it cannot be shown analytically

how this mass is distributed. It is for this reason that it cannot be shown analytically

that GEK stochastically dominates GBEJK. We present the remaining four sub cases

for completeness.

2. Non-traded goods. F is the lowest cost supplier in F and H is the lowest cost supplier in

H. There are four sub cases:

(a) F is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

P̃h,BEJK = log c1hf − log c2ff = log τ + log c1ff − log c2ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

(b) H is the second lowest cost supplier in both F and H. Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

P̃h,BEJK = log c2hh − log c1fh = log c1hh − log τ − log c1hh ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

(c) F is the second lowest cost supplier in F; H is the second lowest cost supplier in H.

Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

P̃h,BEJK = log c2hh − log c2ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)
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(d) H is the second lowest cost supplier in F; F is the second lowest cost supplier in H.

Then,

P̃h,EK = log c1hh − log c1ff ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

P̃h,BEJK = log c1hf − log c1fh = log c1ff − log c1hh ∈ (− log τ, log τ)

�
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